Operating Systems for Desktop and Laptop:
(Take some knowledge about these operating systems by yourself)

- Windows (Microsoft)
- Ubuntu (Linux based OS)
- Mac OS (Apple)
- Fedora (Linux based OS)
- Red Hat (Linux based OS)
- Solaris (Unix based OS)
- CentOS (Linux based OS)
- Debian (Linux based OS)

Operating Systems for Mobile Phone and Tablets:
(Take some knowledge about these operating systems by yourself)

- Android (Google Inc)
- iPhone OS/ iOS (Apple)
- Blackberry OS (Research In Motion)
- Symbian OS (Nokia)
- MeeGo OS (Nokia and Intel)
- Windows OS (Microsoft)
- BADA (Samsung Electronics)
- Palm OS (Garnet OS)
- WebOS (Palm/HP)

Assignments:

1. What do you understand by ‘operating system for desktop and laptop’? Write some points on Windows, Ubuntu and Mac OS.

2. What do you understand by ‘operating system for Mobile phone and tablets’? Write some points on Android, BADA and iOS.